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BestEssays.com seems to have it all together – a team of over a thousand writers, a dozen of
agents available to serve customers at all  times, and over 90% positive feedback from
customers. Many companies publish such information on their website as a trick to attract
more customers, but from what I could learn when I checked the reputation of the company
online to write Best Essays review, this may just be one of the very few that deliver on their
promises.
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Services Review
A company is no good unless they can deliver every paper you need, edit or proofread an
existing one, and provide you with assistance throughout your entire education. You may
think you need help ‘just this one time’, but the truth is, most students need assistance at
least a couple of times during their education.

This is not strange at all, since the variety of papers and tight deadlines can make everyone
frustrated. Fortunately, bestessays.com offers all the papers I could think of, making it an
excellent choice for those looking for regular online help.

Prices Review
Thanks to the well-designed website, I got easy access to the key information such as prices
and discounts. The starting offered rate is $21.99 per page for Standard, $23.99 per page
for Premium, and $26.99 per page for Platinum quality.

In addition to the common free features most writing services offer, customers here get the
opportunity to enjoy some combined discounts based on their choice of deadline and quality.
For example, you can get 70% off proofreading if you order a paper within 5 days and of
Premium quality, or 70% off the option ‘top writers’ for papers of Standard quality ordered
within 12 hours.

These features are excellent, but they sure do not make the prices less expensive. When I
first looked at the price list of BestEssays, I got the instant impression that this is one of the
highly priced companies, which made me wonder why they are so popular in the first place.

If you look into the discounts offered, you will realize why this is the case. With some
amazing discounts for new and returning customers, this company immediately turns into
an affordable one. Returning customers can enjoy up to 15% lifelong discount on all orders,
and they are eligible for the loyalty program after only 15 ordered pages. New customers
also get this discount, regardless of the size of their order.
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Content Quality
My Best Essays review would be worthless without a quality evaluation since, after all,
quality content is the biggest reason why students order their papers from professionals in
the first place. As it turns out, BestEssays.com has an excellent reputation for a reason.

I ordered a research paper from this provider, and not only I got it within the deadline, but
the paper exceeded all my expectations. The writer did a good job with the research and
formatting, and the language used was an excellent fit for the chosen academic level.

Customer Support Agents
The final step was to check the availability and effectiveness of the customer service. I had
to wait for some time to get contacted by an agent, but despite this turned out to be a
pleasant experience, too, since the agents here are very polite and professional.

You can easily get in touch with them by using the live chat option, or one of the five phone
numbers listed on the website.

Best Essays Review – Final Thoughts
After checking the key features offered by BestEssays, I can confirm that this company is
one of the most reputable essay writing services on the market. The quality content offered
at affordable, realistic rates, as well as the great list of services.

Because of all this, I can strongly recommend Bestessays.com to students who need
help with their papers.
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